We show that all of the known generalizations of the Choi maps are atomic maps. §1. Introduction Let M n be the C*-algebra of all nxn matrices over the complex field and /* S [MJ (respectively, F s [M n ]) the convex cone of all ^--positive (respectively, s-copositive) linear maps between M n . One of the basic problems about the structures of the positive cone /*i[MJ is if this cone can be decomposed as the algebraic sum of some simpler subcones. It is well known [22, 25] that every positive linear map between M 2 is decomposable, that is, it can be written as the sum of a completely positive linear map and a completely copositive linear map. But, this is not the case for higher dimensional matrix algebras.
higher dimensional matrix algebra M n . Among them, examples in [10] and the map T M (n>3) [17] are known to be atomic maps. But the atomic properties of the other indecomposable maps are not determined. Even decomposabilities of the maps T B>fc are remained open except for some special cases [17] . The usual method to show the atomic property of a positive linear map depends on a tedious matrix manipulation.
The purpose of this note is to show that all of the above mentioned examples are atomic maps, using the recent result of Eom and Kye [8] . Generalizing the Woronowicz's argument [25] [12, 13, 14] This result provides us a useful method to examine the atomic property for the generalizations of the Choi maps mentioned before. Throughout this note, every vector in the space C r will be considered as It is easy to see that T n0 is completely positive and !","_! is completely copositive. The positivity of T W fc is equivalent [1] to a certain cyclic inequality, which was shown by Yamagami [26] . The map T 3a is the Choi and Lam's example mentioned in the introduction. For «>4, Osaka showed that T MM _ 2 is not the sum of a 3-positive linear map and a 3-copositive linear map [15] , and T W tl is atomic [17] . In this section, we show that the map t wfc is an atomic map for each n>3 and k =1, [5] and [7] respectively. Choi and Lam [7] showed that ®[2,0, 1] is an extremal positive linear map using the theory of biquadratic forms. Later, Tanahashi and Tomiyama [24] showed the atomic property of the map <D[2,0, 1] which is same as the map T 3>1 . It was shown [2] that the map <J)[a, 6, c] is an indecomposable positive linear map if and only if the following conditions are satisfied:
if2<a<3.
In this section we show that these conditions imply that <D[0, b, c] is an atom. Let (co e -:/=l,2,3} be the cube roots of unity and s be any positive real number. Define 0 ife eC 3 
